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Film festivals are great platforms for filmmakers and their
films. At a film festival your film comes to life and may start
on a journey through the festival circuit and find distribution
beyond. Here, you get to meet an enthusiastic audience and
get direct feedback to your film. Critics might write about it
and create a buzz around it. At festivals you meet other likeminded filmmakers, talent and future collaborators, producers
and distributors.
With more than 6,000 active events, the film festival universe
is a complex place to navigate. How do you get your film into a
festival and which ones should you choose? In this workshop
you will gain some insights to the festival circuit, which will
help you to start planning a festival strategy for your project.
First, we will take a look at the different types of festivals: what
differentiates the glamorous A-list business festivals from local
audience festivals? How do social activist festivals differ from
festivals devoted to specific genres? Which ones are better for
short films, documentaries or animation?
This basic
knowledge is helpful in order to work out which festivals will
be the best fit for your film. What are your aspirations and
what are realistic options to get your film into festivals?

We will talk about submission processes and ways to enter
your film directly or via online platforms.
We’ll cover
submission fees, press kits and talk about the mostly invisible
selection process done by festival programmers behind the
scenes. How important are premieres? And what do we need
to consider in terms of the yearly festival calendar? Which
festival would mean good timing and placement for your film
and where might it go after the premiere?
While giving you some basic understanding of the working of
the festival circuit, this workshop is also meant to be
interactive and tackle your questions.
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